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I am deeply honoured by your invitation to address you on
this anniversary occasion . Three-quarters of a century ago, the
Young Men's Christian Associations of North America set out, in
a spirit of brotherhood and service, to share their resources
and skills with those of other countries . Three-quarters of a
century ago, a movement began which was destined to transcend
oolour, creed and culture . Three-quarters of a century ago
devoted and farsighted men in the United States and Canada
reoognized the need for a policy of hands across the continents,
for helping people to help themselves, for training good oitizens
and good men .

The tributes that have been paid to you on your seventy-f ift :h
anniversE3ry by world leaders and statesmen bear eloquent testimony
to the measure of your aocomplishment . With a membership today
in excess of 5 million, spread over more than 80 countries and
territories, you can justly claim to be ?'a unique and penetrating
foroe in the cause of world peaee and justiee" . For peaee and
justice, in the final analysis, are concepts that depend upon men
of just and peaceful disposition to give them substance . And it is
men of that calibre and disposition who have been the products of
the YMCA world service over the years -- the products of teaching
and example but, above all I believe, the produots of that bond of
universal brotherhood which permeates all your endeavours .

Looking baok over the past 75 years, we are bound to recognize,
I think, that the world is no longer the far flung entity is then
was . Advances in transportation and communication, in the inter-
change of knowledge and ideas, and in international organization and
co-operation have made us all neighbours of one another . One of
the consequenoes of this process has been to bring home to each and
every one of us a problem of which we were only marginally conscious
in former days -- the problem of the under-developed world . I think
it would be particularly appropriate for me to say something about
that problem on this occasion and to a gathering such as this .
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When I speak of the undér-developed world, I am speakin g

ebout the vast majority of countries Di Asia, Africa and Latin

Aperioa . Together they number almost 80 . Most of them have only

reoently emerged to independent status . All of them are grappling

,y;th the problem of meeting the rising aspirations of their peoples .

None of them can solve this problem in a purely national context .

Challenge Not Solely Economi c

' we tond to look upon the challenge presented by the under.-

developed world as primarily an economic one . But while there is
uuch to support such an approach, it seems to me that it is neithe r

acomplete nor an adequate one . A moment ago I referred to the

fact that many of these countries had only reoently aohieved their .

independenoe . It is natural that the achievement of independenoe
should generate expectations that tend, sometimes by wide margin,
to exoeed what the governments of these new countries can hope to

acoomplish in the realm of praatioal possibility . And it is natural

that once the peoples of these countries begin to realize the full

magn1tude of the problems they are facing ( problems of political

organization t of social and administrative reform, of eoonomio

under-development, and of technological lag ) , there should be a .
degree of disillusionment and dissatisfaction with the existing order

of things .

Although many of them are "non-aligned~~, it is significantt I
think, that so far none of these countries has of its own volition
embraced the Communist alternative of puc,hing forward their economic

development in ruthless disregard of the aspirations of ordinary men

and women . But there i s no room for complacency in this situation .

Disillusionment and dissatisfaction do not make for stability and

wiless the causes of disillusionment and dissat isfaction in these
countries can be rooted out, we shall not count on them to pla y

their appointed part in the maintenance of international peace and

seourity . For we cannot assume that the pressure for a new and

different order of things in these countries will abate . And if we

cannot assume that, we must accept the fact that this pressure will

remain a potential source of tension and instability . Furthermore,
if we fail to help the governments of these countries to meet the
aspirations of their peoples, we cannot discount the possibilit y

that others will exploit our failure to do so .

opulation Outruns Developmen t

Of course, the problem presented by the underedeveloped worl d
is not a simple one and it is not capable of any single or simple
solution . A few facts and figures will, I think, help to illustrate
its seope . In the deoade from 1950 to 1960, the countries of the
iu:der-developed world were able to inoreaso their production of goods
at,d services from $ 110 billion to just under '~ 170 billion . This
eans that, at the beginning of the decade as at the end of' it ,

these countries accounted for only three-tenths of all the goods and
zervioes produced i n the free world as a whole . Over the same period
he total population of these countries inereased f rom 1,000 niillion



to 1,300 million people . That is a rate almost twiee as hi gh a s
that experienced in the advanced countries of the free world .

l~;hen the growth of production is discounted by the growth of
oopulation, we find that the less-developed countries were able
to increase their average per capita ineome over the decade by no

.nore than 19~25, from , *105 in 1950 and c";-,130 in 1960 . In other words,
oer capita income in these countries rose by a mere ~1~2 .50 a year .
C~Ta n ôre significant is that during this ten-year period, th e

gap between'standards of living in these countries and standards of
living in the advanced countries widened in both absolute and relative

terms .

These are depressing figures . They are particularly depressing
in a world whioh has come to accept the need for economic growth •
139 a central objective of government policy everywhere . The United
rations recognized the urgenoy of this problem at the General Assembly
session three years ago when it designated the 1960s as the "Develop-
Ment Decade" . The specific objective of that designation was to
ochieve in each of the less-developed countries a minimum annual rate
of growth of national income of 5 per cent at the end of the decade .
von if that objective were reached (and we must all hope that i t
can and will be reached), it has boon calculated that it would take.
the less-developed countries 80 years to achieve current standards
of living in Western Europe and 120 years to achieve those currently
,revailing in the United States . Understandably, this Is a timetable
~vhioh the governments of the less-developed countries refuse to regard
as practicable either in political or in social terms .

1?eed for Increased Investment

If the less-developed countries are to achieve higher rate :,
of growth, they will need to have available a larger supply of
,nvestment goods . They will also need to be able to meet the rising
temand of their peoples for consumer goods - including, particularly,
food . Since their own capacity to produce the required goods Is
etill limited, a substantial proportion of the inerease in deman d
for those goods will need to be imported . The problem which these
countries face is where to find resources to pay for that higher
"olume of imports which is absolutely essential if their economic
r,evelopment is to go forward at the requisite rate . They recognize
that the solution of this problem lies primarily within the realm
of their domestic efforts . They also reeognize, however, that the
resources they can command for this purpose will not, with the best
Will in the world, be adequate to the task at hand .

In essence, these countries are caught in a vicious oirole --
their incomes are low beeause there is inadequate investment in their
economy, and there is inad©quate investment in their economy because
the incomes which should be gonorating that investment are low . The
:.ess ..developed countries are looking to the advanced countries to see
this problem in a global perspective and to co-operate with them at
the international level in creating the conditions that will enable
the less-developed countries to break out of this vicious circle .
neY argue that, if this can be done, if the less-devoloped oountries
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Qan be brought to the point of self-sustaining econo4c growth,
the result will be beneficial not only to themselves but also to
the advanced countries . For it would mean the enfrqnchisement of
_millions upon millions of potential consumers, the opening up of
qast new outlets for the growing productive capacity of the
advanced eountries, and a consequent expansion of world trade and

wor :Ld economio growth .

I have'beon trying to sketch in very broad brush strokes a
problem which seems to me -- as I am sure it does to . you -- one of'

P, most crucial problems facing us in the free world today . Int",
doing so I have spoken of the less-developed countries as a group .
But the world does nott of course, divide so neatly into advanced
countries on the one side and less-developed countries on the other .
Development is a continuous speotrum and even among less-developed
oountries there are vast differences in the degree of development .
Some of these countries have taken very substantial strides forward
1,ithe direction of expanding and diversifying their economies .
Others are still a very long way from reaching that point . All the
less-developed countries, however, will need to -eontinue to rel y
for some considerable time to come on international co-operation with
tieir own efforts .

Trade of Under-developod Countrie s

Before I venture to suggest what form that international co--
oneration could best take, I would like to say a word about trade and
the part that trade has played in relation to the development needs
o',the less-developed countries . The fact is that these countries
have not shared equally in the tremendous post-war expansion of world .

trade . At a time when their import requirements were becoming more
aad more pressing, the value of their exports increased at only about
half the rate of those of the advanced countries of the free world .
A3a result the share of the less-developed countries in world trade
deolinod from about a third in 1950 to just over a fifth in 19F 2 .
Over the same period, their trade balance with the rest of the world
doteriorated from a sizable surplus to a sizable deficit .

This has happened, in large part, because of the structure of
e trade of the less-developed countries . Nine-tenths of their

oï:ports consist of primary commodities . Indeed, some of these
cuunt.ries rely on one or two such commodities for the bulk of their
K:port earnings . Now it so happens that the demand for primary
products has not in recent years proved to be anywhere near as
d";namic or as stablo an element of world trade as the d.emand for
11`anufacturod goods . This has naturally been reflected in the level

Of the export earnings of the loss--developed countries and in the
tarms of their trade with other countries . It has also convinced
tleso countries that only a greater diversification of their oconomies
i-likoly over the longer terra, to enable them to improve their
Vsii,lon. In world trade . In the meantime they feel that their wouker
ofonomic position should somohow be (:;iven greater recognition in the
p='ouent world order .
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x suggested earlier in my remarks that I could see no easy

,anacea to the problems of the less -daveloped countries . There
are, nevertheless, some broad guide-lines that have emerged f rom

recent experience and I should like, before concluding, to Indieat e

t L, you what they are .

First, the less-devoloped countries themselves will continue
-o iave to carry the main burden of mobilizing the resources
required for their economic development . In this, however,
they should be able to count on international understanding

and international co-operation .

Second, we, as members of the international community, shoul d
o w at we can to provide more aid in support of sound economic

development programmes carried out by the less-developed. countries .

Thïrd, we should keep under review the terms on which our ai d

is iûade available to these countries to make sure that the
burden of repayment being assumed by them is not beyond the

measure of their capacity .

Fourth, we should continue to share the benefits of modern
soi âe and technology with the less-developed count.ries .

We should do this through scientific and technical exchanges,
through the provision of training and research facilities,
and through the secondment of qualified experts .

Fifth, we should recognize the growing dependence of the less -
eve oped countries on earnings from their exports, by making
access for those exports to our markets as liberal as possiblc ; .
We look to the forthcoming "Kennedy roundt f of trade negotiations
to make a substantial contribution to that end .

Sixth, we should take particular account of the great d opendence

ô7TŸ"iese countries on exports of primary commodities by looking
into further possibilities of stabilizing commodity prices by

international agreement . Because the problems presented by
each commodity are different, these possibilities are likely to

differ from one commodity to another . But unless an effective

solution is found to this problem, the less-developed countries

will continue to face a sit wition in which they are expecte d

to carry out long-term development programmes on the basis of
uncertain export expectations .

Seventh, we should'bear in mind that, if the less-developed
coun r es are to achiove a more eq uitable share in world trade,
they will have to rely more and more on exports of manufae t uxed.

f;oods . We should bo prepared, e._ich of' us, to play our part when

the time comes in oponing our markets to thos e {?oods .
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We in Canada and in the'United States have, I think followed
polieies that have taken fair and reasonable account of the interests
of the less-develo .h!,rl countries . We recognize, however, thet more
,ne©ds to be done if these countries are to be enabled to improve
their standards of living at an acceptable rate . If all the
advanced countries -- those of the Soviet world no less than tho :ze
of the free world -- were prepared to share in that task, I am
r,onvineed that none of us should have to carry an unfair burden .

There is no prohibition that I know of against carryinr; coals

to Cleveland . If there was such a prohibition, I should oegtcainly
be hold to have infringed upon it . For I am well aware that your
organization, which prides itself on beint; the oldest organization
.n the field of international assistance, needs no reminder of the-
pagnitude of the challenge of a world in which affluence and
poverty are so unevenly distributed . But I am also convinced that,
:f we are seriously to face up to that challenge, this would' call
for a new spirit and new attitudes . And i found it difficult to
think of a gathering of men where that new spirit and those new
attitudes were more likely to find reflection than in your gathering

l:ere this evening . Seventy-five years ago your organization ded3 .cated,
itself to the concept of world service . The world has changed in
those 75 years but the need for world service remains undiminished,
if anything, it has become more pressing than ever before . If we
have in mind -- as surely we must have in mind -M the urgent aspira-
tions of men and women the world over for a better a more secure ,

t more dignified life, then there is only one conclusion for, us to
é.row : wo are all in world service today .

We have moved a long way towards what you so aptly describe,
in your proclamation of-policy, as "a sharpened sense of the inter•-
cependenoe and common aspirations of mankind" . I would likeIto think
that our progress has been progress in the Christian way of life .
For, if there is any central theme to our Christian faith it is
turely the dignity of man and his equality in the sight of God. I
know that it is this oonoeption of world service as living religion
that has guided you and will continue to guide you in all your work .
1,3you enter upon your fourth quarter century, may God's guidance
cnd Godfs blessing be with you ,

s/C


